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Abstract
We present an energy aware scheduling algorithm for
distributed hard real time systems with end-to-end
deadlines. The approach is focused on the general
scenario where the end-to-end deadline is not distributed
among the tasks in the chain of precedence. The energy
saving is obtained by applying DVS to the dynamic
scheduling. The complexity of energy saving algorithm in
this scenario mainly relies on the forecasting of the arrival
of a message from the precedent task in a chain of an endto-end deadline that could activate a new task in any host.
We propose a conservative prediction of this arrival that
guarantees the hard real time specifications still saving
energy. The results show that heavy loaded systems are
suitable for an energy reduction that ranges from 2% to
27% depending on the global load of the system and the
portion of WCET consumed by tasks.

can decrease the energy consumed by a task reducing the
processor power consumption quadratically at the expense
of linearly decreasing of the processor speed.
The off-line and on-line scheduling techniques with
power saving for uniprocessor systems have been largely
studied in the last decade [4-6], while there are
comparatively less studies for distributed systems [7,8]. In
these distributed system studies, they use an off-line
scheduler that generates a calendar and calculates static
clock speeds based on the worst case execution time of the
tasks is used. During run-time, the scheduler follows the
marked steps, adapting dynamically the clock speed
depending on the exact execution time. To our knowledge,
there is no any on-line power low scheduling algorithm for
distributed systems with tasks with precedence constraints
allocated into a system of heterogeneous hosts.
In the present work, we propose an on-line energy
aware algorithm for distributed heterogeneous hard real
time systems based on a modification of the Earliest
Deadline First (EDF) [9]. Each host executes a specific
task set minimizing energy consumption ensuring the
precedence order on the chain of tasks while meeting all
time constraints.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, in section
2 we present the distributed system framework. Section 3
is devoted to the scheduling algorithm to improve energy
consumption. In section 4 we present the experimental
results and finally in section 5 we draw the conclusions.
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1. Introduction

Distributed real time systems have an increasing
utilization due to low cost network facilities that allow the
interconnection of multiple devices and their controllers
into a single large system. These real time systems are
often located in environments where low energy
consumption is crucial from the operability and lifelong
point of view. During the last years, the energy saving
paradigm at all system levels including the operating
system and compilation level has deserved a lot of
attention [1,2]. The most interesting power aware
technique is based on the use of the DVS (Dynamic
Voltage Scheduling). It consist in reducing the clock speed
along with the voltage supply or even power down the
processor whenever the system does not require its
maximum performance.
In CMOS devices, the energy consumed by specific
task τi can be given as Ei=Cef*V2dd*c’i , where Cef is the
effective switch capacitance, Vdd is the supply voltage and
c’i is the number of cycles needed to executed τi [3]. We

2. The distributed system model

The distributed system considered is formed by a group
of heterogeneous hosts connected by a real time network.
We consider a distributed hard real time application that
consists of a set of independent periodic tasks, plus a set of
end-to-end deadlines. The end-to-end deadline is formed
by an ordered set of tasks ΓDeek ={τ1, …,τN } i.e. the set of
successors of any τi is succi ={τi+1, …,τN }. The tasks
execution within the end-to-end deadline has to preserve
the precedence order so that, as soon as a task finishes, the
immediate successor task is activated via message passing.
The characteristics of a end-to-end deadline ΓDeek are: a
period TDeek, a global deadline Deek that must be met in the
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precedence order and a delay associated with the message
passing between different hosts Cmess.
We assume that all tasks are statically allocated to a
specific host during the system design stage due to specific
hardware characteristics. The independent periodic tasks
ιi— numbered 1 ≤ i ≤ n — are specified by their periods,
worst case execution times and deadlines (Ti, Ci and Di
respectively).

3. On-line scheduling of the distributed system

Commonly, to study the feasibility of a distributed real
time system, tasks are considered allocated to specific
hosts and the global deadline statically distributed among
the task that form the chain of precedence. The distribution
of these global deadlines in the form of local deadlines for
each task of the chain, allows the study of the distributed
system as a set of independent uniprocessor [10]. In this
case, the minimal local deadline determined for any task in
the end-to-end deadline corresponds to the worst case
response time (WCRT) of the corresponding task. Apart
from the local deadline for each task, the distribution of the
end-to-end deadline implies the generation of offsets
(elapsed time from the activation of the first task of the
end-to-end deadline). When the tasks within the end-to-end
deadline are allocated to different hosts the consideration
of these offsets are crucial for the scheduling analysis.
The main problem in this scheme is that the
determination of the WCRT by any static priority
scheduling can be very pessimistic. A first approach to
solve this problem for static priority scheduling was
proposed by Tindell et al [11] taking into account the real
interference of the tasks within the end-to-end deadline
(busy period). However, this static approximation still
represents a worst case schedulability test that will discard
many schedulable distributed systems heavily loaded. A
similar approach for the dynamic priority scheduling
scenario can be found in [12,13]. In [12] the main idea is
to extend the holistic analysis proposed by Tindell adapted
to EDF. In [13] a substantial improvement is achieved by
considering dynamic offsets that result in new upper
bounds for the worst case analysis.
We propose a general scenario where the end-to-end
deadline is not distributed among precedence tasks. The
main difference with the mentioned approaches is that we
do not seek for schedulability bounds, but for an heuristic
that will allow to save energy, without compromising
deadlines. Moreover, we will consider a dynamic priority
scheduling based on EDF [9]. In this case, the
schedulability has been determined by simulating the
execution of the system over the whole hyper-period at
maximum speed, assuming that tasks consume its WCET.
During this simulation we calculate the minimum WCRT
of each task in the end-to-end deadline.

To ensure the global deadline, we provide the
uniprocessor EDF algorithm with the following definition
of the maximum local deadline:
Di = Deek −
Cj
τ i ∈ ΓDeek
∀ j ∈ succi

where Di stands for the local deadline of τi and Deek
stands for the deadline of the chain k, and Cj stands for the
worst case execution time of τj. The EDF scheduling with
the above local deadline definition for the tasks of the endto-end deadline, provides the necessary flexibility to
accommodate the priorities of the tasks in every host
according to the current load.

4. Energy aware algorithm based on EDF
scheduler.

The EDF scheduler always decides to execute first the
task with the earliest deadline. On the other hand, to save
energy, we need to reduce the speed of the processor along
with the voltage supply. Then, the scheduler before
executing any task instance needs to fix the ratio of the
processor speed according with the maximal tardiness the
instance is allowed. The speed ratio is calculated following
the heuristics proposed by Shin et al. [4] that is built on the
assumption that the delay for the reduction is negligible.
The safeness of the system under these conditions is
proved on theorem 1 of the cited work. The speed is
determined on the basis that all tasks consume their
WCET, but in practice, the tasks will execute only part of
this WCET. Time not used by the instance of the task will
be called the “spare” time of the task. The “a priori”
estimation of this spare time is not compatible with the
hard real time constraints, where no missed deadlines are
allowed. This implies that, the speed ratio should be fixed,
in run-time, as the minimum value that still guarantees the
execution of all WCET before the time constraints of the
instance. The spare time generated by one task could be
use for the following task.
We present, now, an energy aware algorithm based on
EDF for distributed systems with global and local
deadlines, LPDEDF (Low Power Distributed Earliest
Deadline First). The energy reduction in the current
scenario is obtained by reducing the speed of the processor
when the only ready task in the system has not successor or
when the previous executed task has not exhausted its
WCET. The speed ratio is calculated as follows:
1. If there is not any task in the system, then set a timer
to the next arrival time task tai minus the wake up
delay (in this work we assume the wake up delay to be
zero), and power down the processor. So, the speed
ratio until the activation of any task will be:
Speed ratio = 0
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2.

3.

When the unique ready task in the system τi has not
any successor task, then the speed ratio to execute τi
until there is a new ready task is:
min(tak − tc, ta'
h −tc, remaining(Ci ))
Speed ratio =
min(tak , ta'
h , tdi ) − tc
where tc is the current time, tak stands for the next
activation time of a task without any precedence task,
ta’h stands for the next predicted activation time of a
task with a precedence task that has not finished yet,
the remaining(Ci) corresponds to the remaining
execution time of task τi in the WCET, and tdi is the
deadline of task τi.
We reduce energy by spreading the execution time of
τi at low speed up to the arrival of the activation of
any task. This time interval is calculated in the
denominator as the difference between the current
time tc and the minimum time among tak, ta’h, and the
current task deadline tdi. The work the task τi could
execute in this interval is the minimum among the
remaining execution time of its WCET and the
activation of the next dependent or independent task.
When there is more than one ready task [4] or the
unique ready task has a successor task then

Speed ratio = 1

The activation time of the task τi (tak) without
precedent tasks (independent tasks or the first task in the
chain of precedence) is known by its periodicity. The
problem arises in determining the activation time for a task
with a precedent constraint (ta’h). This time depends on the
finalization of the precedent task plus the time to deliver
the activation message. That is, depends on the exact
executing time of all the precedence task and on the
interference of higher priority tasks of its hosts. The energy
saving relies then in this predicted activation time for any
successor tasks. If the prediction is very early the algorithm
will have less energy saving, but if it is too late the
deadline of the task could be compromised.
We propose a to use a “conservative” prediction for the
determination of this time (ta’h). The prediction is
conservative, in the sense that, we prefer to save less
energy and preserve all the time constraints. Our prediction
is estimated on-line as follows:
(i) Once the first task τ1 in the chain of the Γh is activated,
we compute the ta’h for all successor task in its chain
using the following iterative formula for each task in
the Γh=ΓDeek ={τ1,τ2…,τi,…,τN }:
ta '
remaining (C j ) + C mess
2 = C1 +
∀j∈hp (τ 1 )

ta '
i = C i −1 + ta '
i −1 + C mess

where hp(τ1) is the task in the τ1 host which has a
higher priority level than τ1.

(ii) When a task with a successor tasks τi finishes we
compute ∆ as the difference between the predicted
time and the exact activation time, due to the exact
interference occurred. If ∆ is positive, it means that the
activation of the successor tasks will be later that the
prior predicted time. In this case we refine the arrival
prediction time of all its successor tasks, adding ∆ to
the actual activation time of all the successors. If ∆ is
negative we do not refine the predicted time, with the
off-line simulation we assure the schedulability with
the original predicted time. And, as we say before, a
later predicted time implies more energy saving.

5. Results and discussion

To test the energy saving performance of the
scheduling algorithm LPDEDF we perform several
experiments using 100 different schedulable task sets in
each one. Our task sets have been determined as follows:
The number of hosts has been randomly chosen between 2
and 4. The number of end-to-end deadlines have been
chosen as 2*number of hosts. The number of tasks of each
end-to-end deadline has been randomly chosen between 2
and the number of host. The number of total tasks has been
randomly chosen between number of hosts and 6 * number
of hosts. Task periods have been randomly chosen,
between 100 and 1000. The load of each task is determined
by dividing randomly the fixed total load of the system.
The end-to-end deadlines are equal to their periods. The
time to send a message from one host to a different host
has been fixed to 1 unit of time, and the time to send a
message inside the same host has been fixed to 0. In
particular, we consider the worst case execution time of
every task as an upper bound on its execution time. It
includes various architecture overheads such as the cost for
the execution of the scheduler, for context switches, for
packetizing and depacketizing messages, etc.
We use an heuristic algorithm to statically allocate
tasks in the processors [10]. This heuristic algorithm tends
to allocate tasks from the same end-to-end deadline to
different host, and prioritises the allocation of tasks to the
most loaded host. The result of this allocation is a complex
distribution of tasks difficult to schedule. The hosts will
have different utilizations, being at least one of them close
to 100 %. Note that this situation gives a difficult scenario
to save energy because in average we have two end-to-end
deadline per processor, and the interference between them
will be very high.
To prove the feasibility of the system, the
schedulability has been determined by simulating the
execution of the system over the whole hyper-period at
maximum processor speed assuming that all tasks consume
its WCET. At the same time, we calculate the minimum
WCRT of ant tasks. We present results for 100 schedulable
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task sets executing over 5 hyper-periods, and comparing
between the energy consumed by executing all tasks at
maximum processor speed versus the energy consumed by
executing all tasks using our energy saving scheduling
algorithm. Note that when the processor is idle, the
consumed energy in both solutions is the same.
In Figure 1, we show the results of the energy saving, in
a heavily loaded scenario with values of the global
utilization of the system ranging from 65% to 95%. The
standard deviation values are around 15% of the average
value presented for the total percentage of energy saving.
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6. Conclusions

We have presented an energy aware scheduling
algorithm for distributed heterogeneous hard real time
systems with precedence constraints and local or global
deadlines. The scenario proposed allows energy reduction
when the global deadline are non-distributed among tasks
in the precedence chain of tasks and no deadline could be
compromised. In this scenario we show that the proposed
algorithm adapts dynamically the scheduler to save energy
even when the system is heavily loaded.
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